
From Brisbane to the UK - February/March 2017

Following Nyasaland it was eventually the decision of the Tomkins family to settle in Australia and it was a long
time before I could visit the Old Country again and maybe get back to my roots in Wales. So, well prepared for
the colder climes of  the northern hemisphere,  and with my husband John, we had a fantastic five weeks
journey around the whole of England, Scotland and Wales taking in the most magnificent scenery and meeting
great characters along the way, characters that only the British can produce!

Wales of course was my priority and to me it was like time had stood still in
the Valleys. It was exactly as I remembered it all those years ago, much to
my delight. The only real difference was in the mountains where the old
coal slag  heaps  I  remembered  as  a  child  were  now  grown  over  and
replaced with beautiful green hills. With Nypol and his books on Nyasaland
in mind I was fortunate enough to meet up with Colin Baker (right) who is
such a delightful man and I felt so privileged to have met him. I was also
able to catch up with old friends and family so that was such a bonus for
me.  John, however, couldn’t understand a word anyone was saying in the
valleys and I had to translate, but he still thought the place and the people
were amazing and enjoyed every minute of our stay there.

Venturing further into the cities of the UK it was interesting to find that all the docks areas had become so very
trendy with cafes and restaurants etc,  much the same as the these areas in Australia really. For whatever
reason,  it  seems.  everyone  wants to  live  in  these  redeveloped  trendy  spots  but  of  course they  pay the
premium price for the luxury. It was sad to see that the old village main streets have largely died in most areas
and have been bypassed to the inevitable shopping precincts with the likes of Tesco and Morrisons, that was a
bit sad I thought, but again it is progress I suppose and can’t be stopped.

From the Gold Coast of Australia it is inevitable that we love the ocean and so wherever we travel we always
tend to end up by the coast. So as we circumnavigated the whole coastline of Great Britain we were indeed
awestruck by the magical little fishing villages with the boats high and dry on the sea bed, we walked around
the sea walls of them all and with the wind blowing us off our feet we relished every minute. That having to
battle the elements day in and day out, we were in awe, too, of the extraordinary tough livelihoods the brave
fishermen of these these villages endure.

I certainly had a few memorable moments, a couple springs to mind of the extraordinary large sea gulls that
attacked me in Cornwall and stole my Cornish pasty out of my hand and then, of course, there were the sheep
in England that descended on me when we had a stop at a farmhouse gate! They came from everywhere and
I’m guessing that we happened to stop at feeding time - now I love sheep, but they really freaked me out, but
again it was a great laugh.

With “Heartbeat” a TV show we much enjoy at home we took the opportunity to visit the Goathland Hotel or the
“Aidensfield Arms” as it is known in this Police drama series based on the North Yorkshire Moors. Below John
enjoying a pint there and right are a few of the Aidensfield “regulars”.



It was my first visit to the North of Scotland and I have to say it was
spectacular, the rolling hills and the amazing Lochs was more than
I had imagined, I have seen plenty of documentaries on TV but to
actually  see  it  all  in  person  was  amazing  and  I  was  glad  the
weather permitted us to get up as far  as we did -  disappointing
though, we didn’t get to see Nessie!

As we travelled the country we documented on the dashboard that the UK temperatures were falling rapidly,
however back in Australia they were rising considerably and I for one was glad we were missing the incredible
heat-wave going on at home.  However, I was quite astonished that we saw our first fall of snow in Brighton  of
all places. We were having breakfast in the hotel and I looked out to see a flurry of snow.  So I raced outside
and sure enough it was snowing on the beach at Brighton! To investigate further we went for a walk along the
beach and to our astonishment there were children actually swimming in the water in the snow - we couldn’t
believe it!

All up we travelled  3 ½ thousand miles in our trusty little hire car and enjoyed every minute of it.  We spent the
last few days in London which I also loved, I was awestruck at times looking at the cars/houses/people -
everyone just looked so wealthy. There was also the 'over the top' very eccentric people wandering the streets,
all adding to the colour and charm of London. We walked many, many miles around the city, not by choice but
only because we could never find the “Big Bus” stops in time, anyway it was good exercise!

It was an altogether an amazing journey, to travel the length and breath of UK in just five weeks and with 
Wales a family priority how could my camera resist the national flower?
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